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About This Game

About the game.

The Mall Empire allows you to build and manage the operations of a modern mall. You must plan where to place facilities in the
tower that include restaurants, shops, rest areas, retail stores and elevators.

The game begins with a one-star mall with limited building options. To increase the mall’s star rating, you must attract more
buyers by providing more buying shops. New facilities are made available while the tower progresses from a one-star rating to a

five-star rating.

The game based on Unity 3D, so will be publish not only Win version, but MAC & Linux too.

Game features.

More than 50 stores.

More than 20 store combinations.

More than 20 character types with personal needs and wealth level.

Advertise and invest options.
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Financial and other reports.

Loans.

Clouds <3.

Who we are.

We are the small indie team. Initially husband (developer) and wife (artist). We are love to do what we do and decide to increase
our vision over the games. This is our first game, so don’t hesitate to contact to us if you want to share anything useful.

Also if you are want to help us with translation on other language’s or if you want to participate in our test program or you have
some ideas about stores and want to implement it in our game, then feel free to contact us.

Credits:

Music is made with help of Walras https://soundcloud.com/walras
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Title: Mall Empire
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Games++
Publisher:
Games++
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017
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English,Russian
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A pretty fun party game. :). Since Exile, Spiderweb owns my heart on the RPG turn-based combat genre.. I just completed this
game, and I have to say it was a lot of fun! This game is made as a homage to those of us who grew up in the 8bit computer era
(and specifically to those having a ZX Spectrum) playing titles such as R-type. The game visual style is done in the style of ZX
spectrum games with its original palette and respecting some of the original constraints (although I wish an original ZX
Spectrum could run a game as complex as this!).

The gameplay combines elements of classic arcade shooter-em-ups (and again, specifically R-Type), with modern elements such
as collecting coins ("Zogs") for buying upgrades, getting your ship to be more and more powerful every time. The game features
a very extensive collection of upgrades, and I did not manage to buy all the different weapon types in a single play through, so,
there is definitively a lot of replayability value here, trying to play with different weapon configuartions.

Concerning the difficulty: the game starts easy, but bit by bit levels start getting longer and logner and harder and harder, to the
point that I was about to give up in some of the last levels (there is one ocean level in particular that the only way I found to beat
it is by using the "shield" upgrade and just sacrificing "one shield" to directly go through a wall!!). At some point through the
middle of the game I thought the difficulty was unfair, but the more you learn the inner details of the game, the more fair it
seems. Some times you will just die because an enemy materialized right on top of your ship and you might have the feeling that
there was nothing you could do about it. But the more you play, you will realize that those instances are predictable, and the
more you play certain level types, you will learn where traps will pop up, and get better and better at those levels, giving a very
nice feeling of "getting better at this game".

So, in sumary, I really recommend this game: took me about 16 hours to beat it. 16 hours of good old-fashioned fun!. The
soundtrack is good, but the DLC of it is a rip-off.. Great arcade-style multiplayer aimfest. Adventure Mode is extremely fun and
the difficulties are pretty well balanced. Local multiplayer is a lot of fun, too, though I tend not to have too many people over
these days to play games. Online multiplayer was being worked on, so looking forward to more from this developer.
Reminiscent of Bomberman, but with better graphics and more fluid controls.. Very nice, litlle one-man indie turn based
strategy with retro touch.
Simple, but efficient strategy layer plus series of small scale tactical combats (at most 20 units on board, usually ca 8 turns)
makes for fast paced game and prevent drag. Choices are minimalistic, but well implemented.

I found game reasonably simple (with beginning a bit more challenging) and needed 21 hours to reach all endings.

For negatives, there is little replayability. Game is somewhat unbalanced (submarines" are underwhelming), AI is passable, and
plays by the rules (which is nice feat for such a small game), tlhough very predictable in tactical phase. RNG sometimes can be
a bit annoying (but never ruined the battle for me). For the price I can really racommend game.. I agree with another reviewer
that this game is very short and easy. However, unlike that reviewer, I do recommend this game. I thought it was a beautiful
aural and visual presentation, and I thoroughly enjoyed it. Sometimes you're in the mood for a fast-paced FPS, sometimes you're
in the mood for a challenging puzzler, and sometimes you're in the mood for a nice, relaxing, stress-free experience. That's what
this game is -- beautiful, relaxing, and stress-free. While it IS short (I do wish there were more levels to increase the playing
time), games like this definitely have their place, and I'd say it's well worth it.. Unplayable. Game-breaking bugs.

Oh gosh, where to start.

The landscape from the country to the city to even the fire house is really nicely designed. The graphics, however, do not do it
justice. The graphic engine has to be at least 15 years old. Maybe more. Think "Ultima IX" days. The textures on the fire
apparatus especially were continually heavily pixellated.

Being a sim, there is more to do than just "squirt the wet stuff on the red stuff." It's all nicely detailed. Pity you don't have time
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to do much of it as the calls come in so fast. Fortunately, the game seem to be so buggy that anytime I was low on oil or had
some other mechanical problem, the game conveniently forgot about it after a scene change or even if I just left the vehicle and
got in again!

The game can be quite merciless. The tutorial (it doesn't deserve the word) teaches you nothing about playing the game. It's just
a tour of the firehouse. You get no direction, no hands-on experience before your first call comes in. Better would be some free
time to explore and play around and then manually initiating the call. There is a communications room after all. The game also
doesn't allow you to save your progress aside from autosaves. Sometimes those autosaves are only at the beginning of the shift.
If you fail your mission at the end of the shift, well enjoy starting all over at the beginning of the shift.

The vehicles are difficult to handle, driving consisting of jerky movements. It takes some getting used to, but after a couple
times it gets easier. The controls are awkward though, with the turn signals especially placed in strange locations on the
keyboard.

The worst -- the absolute worst -- is the collision detection. Good luck putting out fires. You can sit there and pour a Biblical
Flood of water onto the fire and it won't go out because it isn't detecting the water hitting the fire.

Don't let's talk about the minimal effort put into the NPCs who wander the fire station or sit in your vehicle and spout the same
two lines every 10 seconds.

I've played several firefighter games. Real Heroes Firefigher for the PC was the most recent. (Another game with game-
breaking bugs.) Firefighters 2014 has to be one of the most interesting in concept. But its execution was the worst I have ever
seen.

Laughingly, there is a choice on the main menu called "Credits". I was surprised. I can't imagine anyone wanting to be
associated with this game.

I love firefighting games. This one especially caught my attention since it promised more detail. Sadly, this was the worst game I
have ever played.
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Nice soundtrack from amazin game which can be enjoyed anytime. Perfect when you relaxing.. This is a 1993 Point&Click
adventure featuring a stuffed animal and baking cake. MY GOD this was cute. Well you can see every pixel and every frame of
animation with your 60fps 1080p spoiled eyes, but it astoundingly holds up really well! The piece is timeless, it is charming, it is
well suited for peschoolers and will entertain your child while maybe even teaching him or her how to bake a cake.
Fatty bear should be revived. He is a charming, innocent personality and should teach more children more stuff via P&C
adventures.

I want to see an HD remake of this.

Follow my curator at. i r8 8 out of 8 m8. ZIQ is a very challenging runner that will keep you coming back to beat your score.
The electronic music is great and will draw you in as the Tron like art pulses to the beat. I think it plays a lot better with a
controller than keyboard and mouse, so I'd recommend using one if possible. I tried to rebind my triggers but it didn't seem to
work like the other buttons did, later I noticed they already work for switching color and pulling orbs but you won't know that
from the keybinds menu. The games scoring is based around pulling orbs while matching your color to a sequence at the top of
the screen, you get more points the closer you are to the orb when you grab it. This sounds easy but it's harder than you'd think
because you also have to switch your color to avoid traps. If you can finish multiple sequences in a row you'll end up triggering a
mario star like deal where you're invincible to traps and can get extra points for blowing them up! The game also has a narrator
that talks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when you die, which is pretty funny. Once in a while he'll talk about some
backstory, but it's mostly just making fun of your deaths. If you like arcade games you should check it out.

tldr;
Challenging, fun, good music and tight controls. You'll die a ton and get mocked constantly. Use a controller.. I highly
recommend this game, the replay ability is so great. the dlc is bought by IGC, the gameplay is really good, the farming is
rewarding, the build system is so expensive, the game room shop is a great challenge for completionist, one downside the
gameplay is the smallest bit repetitive and the small range of achievements.
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